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the domaine

Mas Coutelou was one of the earliest estates in France to be officially certified as organic (back in 1987) and nowadays Jeff Coutelou 
is renowned as one of the foremost producers of “Natural Wines” in the Languedoc-Roussillon. He is a passionate man who believes 
strongly in the biodynamic principles that he adheres to and hasn’t let a single synthetic product or treatment near his 10 hectares of 
vines in over 24 years. Sulphur is kept to an absolute minimum in the winery, with tiny amounts used for certain cuvées at bottling, but 
most of his wines made entirely sans soufre (without sulphur). It goes without saying that only indigenous yeasts and no enzymes are 
used, with vinification traditional and non-interventionist. 
Each vintage taken on its own merits in terms of the length of macerations or the amount of pumping over that is done and everything 
is gravity fed to avoid working the wines too hard. Respect for the individuality of every vintage doesn’t just end with the vinification 
employed. Jeff only makes the wines that suit a specific vintage, so if that means introducing a new cuvée in one year or skipping 
vintages of an existing wine because the conditions don’t suit, then so be it. This is a domaine that works in harmony with nature, 
making wines that are bursting with vitality while demonstrating stunning elegance and complexity.

Jeff is the fourth generation of winemaker at Mas Coutelou. His Great Grandfather was a vineyard worker near the village of Puimisson, 
but his son was unable to follow him into the world of manual labour due to a gammy leg. Not one for moping around, the son studied 
hard and began life as a white collar worker with the intention of saving enough money to buy the vineyard his father worked in. With 
this goal achieved, the Coutelou family began their careers as vignerons and the tradition has been passed down to Jeff, along with a 
vast array of tools and winemaking paraphernalia which now line the walls of Jeff’s cellar or museum as it could more accurately be 
called. Today’s Mas Coutelou is very much in Jeff’s image, but his continued production of an amazing solera system of sweet wines 
is a nod to the estate’s past. Some of the barrels are over 100 years old and there is a wide array of vintages and styles in the Solera, 
all of which are unique.

As a wine buyer I’m lucky enough to travel a lot and visit many domaines and winemakers in the pursuit of interesting wines that we 
can introduce to the UK. When we visited Jeff last year it is no exaggeration to say we were blown away by the quality of the wines 
and the fact that they had never been exported to the UK. The value for money here is matched only by the sheer originality of the 
wines although it helps that Jeff is such a thoroughly great bloke. Since we brought the wines to the UK the popularity of them has 
grown and grown. Jancis Robinson has lauded many of the wines and featured Jeff as one of her favourite natural winemakers in an 
FT article last week, while Decanter magazine made the Vin des Amis their wine of the month in September (5* and 19/20). Many 
of our restaurant clients have been falling over themselves to get Mas Coutelou wines on their lists and there are scores of Michelin 
starred establishments that have embraced the domaine.
Mas Coutelou spent a long time under the radar, but the secret is well and truly out. 


